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BRIGETTE’S ENDORSEMENT
DONALD JOHN TRUMP FOR US PRESIDENT

Visionary Human Capital (VHC)SM
A Natural Workforce Development Action Model
SM

Visionary Human Capital
(VHC) emerges through reconditioning learning, thinking, and performance processes
through visionary mentorship (VM) and as a result of collaborations with national and international networks that
consist of private and political groups. Dr. Brenda Nelson-Porter conceived, Visionary Mentorship, in 2008,
which involves securing available opportunities to assist protégés in the processes of becoming human capital.
Human capital has the ability to not only conceptually discern and synthesize information derived from various
disciplines, both internal and external of one’s nation, but has the capabilities to apply the learning in multiple
international settings using observational, research, prioritizing, team-building, and crises management skill sets.
SM
Futurist Visionary Leadership
(FVL) entails mentoring human capital to further enhance their knowledge, skills,
and interactions subsequently collaborating with the various networks whereby relevant resources are obtained and
socialism and capitalism (i.e., “the social capitalist”) are bridged, reassembling the political platform. Critiquing
proponents and international relations, creating jobs, evaluation on-site training programs, and establishing on-site
healthcare centers are measurable catalysts that can be used to emerge social capitalist networks.

Trump ~ The First Futurist Visionary Leader Who Will Make America Great Again!
(click here)

The VHC model shows the extension beyond performance management in that after protégés gain resources and
knowledge through visionary mentoring, Futurist Visionary Leaders (FVLs) will further analyze all relevant
information along with the knowledge-level of the human capital based on local, national, and international
assessments and use the findings to further transform the human capital into FVLs. Performance management has
mostly embodied managers assessing in-house skills and social interactions that have prompted critical in-house
attention. Assessing the cognitive abilities of human capital who has shown inner drive, confidence, and motivation
to transfer future protégés into futurist leaders who should possess the capabilities to innovate and articulate
multilevel conceptual and practical knowledge will help form great and creative societies that translate into natural
social capitalist systems that can only be led by a Futurist Visionary Leader!

Donald John Trump for U.S. President
John 1:1
bcc:
Republican National Committee (RNC/GOP)
National Federation of Republican Women (NFRW)
National Black Republican Association
Georgia Republican Party (GAGOP)
Library of Congress
Charles Koch/David Koch, Koch Industries, Inc.
Alumni Across the Network
New Media Outlets
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Futurist Visionary
Leadership

•Social Capitalism (application)
•Visonary Human Capital
•Reconditioning Processes
(Group Networks)

Visionary
Mentorship

•Human Capital
(theory/application)
•Networking and Netweaving
•Knowledge Generation
•Research

Performance
Management

•Internal Assessments
•Performance
•Skills

The Visionary Human Capital Model, 2016©.
Note. The circular shape whereby each focus increases outward represents the expansion of the workforce.

Brenda Lynn Nelson-Porter, ND, DM, PhDc, CEO and Founder
http://www.brigettes.com/pdfs/VisionaryMentorshipIntroduction2009.pdf
http://www.brigettes.com/Medical/StrategicThinking.htm
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